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Memory
Storage & Retrieval 
Storage:
Retaining Information
§	Iconic Memory
§	a momentary sensory memory of visual stimuli
§	a photographic or picture image memory lasting no more that a few tenths of a second
§	Echoic Memory
§	momentary sensory memory of auditory stimuli	
Storage:
Short-Term Memory
§	Short-Term Memory 
§	limited in duration and capacity
§	“magical” number 7+/-2
Storage:
Long-Term Memory
§	How does storage work?
§	Karl Lashley (1950)
§	rats learn maze
§	lesion cortex 
§	test memory
§	Synaptic changes
§	Long-term Potentiation
§	increase in synapse’s firing potential after brief, rapid stimulation
§	Strong emotions make for stronger memories
§	some stress hormones boost learning and retention
Storage:
Long-Term Memory
§	Amnesia--the loss of memory
§	Explicit Memory
§	memory of facts and experiences that one can consciously know and declare
§	also called declarative memory
§	hippocampus--neural center in limbic system that helps process explicit memories for storage
§	Implicit Memory
§	retention independent of conscious recollection
§	also called procedural memory
Storage: Long-Term Memory Subsystems
Storage:
Long-Term Memory
§	MRI scan of hippocampus (in red)
Retrieval: Getting Information Out
§	Recall
§	measure of memory in which the person must retrieve information learned earlier 
§	as on a fill-in-the blank test
§	Recognition
§	Measure of memory in which the person has only to identify items previously learned 
§	as on a multiple-choice test
Retrieval
§	Relearning
§	memory measure that assesses the amount of time saved when learning material a second time
§	Priming
§	activation, often unconsciously, of particular associations in memory
Retrieval Cues
Retrieval Cues
§	Deja Vu (French)--already seen
§	cues from the current situation may subconsciously trigger retrieval of an earlier similar experience
§	"I've experienced this before."
§	Mood-congruent Memory
§	tendency to recall experiences that are consistent with one’s current mood 
§	memory, emotions, or moods serve as retrieval cues
§	State-dependent Memory
§	what is learned in one state (while one is high, drunk, or depressed) can more easily be remembered when in same state
Retrieval Cues
§	After learning to move a mobile by kicking, infants had their learning reactivated most strongly when retested in the same rather than a different context (Butler & Rovee-Collier, 1989).

